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ABSTRACT
Teachers are essential to equitably broadening participation in computing in schools, but the creation of CS teacher education pathways faces many challenges. In this experience report, we share the many political, administrative, institutional, and sustainability barriers our institution faced in creating a secondary CS pre-service pathway. Throughout, we discuss the particular design choices we made in order to center equity and justice, both in the content of the program, but also in its structure, policies, and resources, which were often in tension with state standards and policies. We also describe our experience teaching and supporting the inaugural cohort of graduates as well as the graduates’ experiences, which revealed tension between utopian and dystopian futures of computing and their role in helping students navigate them. We end with a reflection on key factors that we believe led to its successful first year launch, including leadership, interdisciplinarity, capacity, timing, and funding, and on sustainability concerns, including tuition subsidy and instructional capacity.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Calls for computer science for all in primary and secondary education have many (sometimes conflicting) motives but they all have one thing in common: a need for well-prepared teachers [4]. Without teachers, there are no CS classes, there is no CS integration, there is no learning about whatever we deem important to know about computing. Without teachers, whatever change we hope to see through CS education, whether technological, social, or political, will not happen. Teachers are best positioned to augment young people’s understanding of technology and to prepare youth to create a more just computing world.

To have CS teachers in primary and secondary schools, we need pathways that enable teachers to learn about CS and CS teaching. Across the world, these emerging pathways are taking many forms [14]. Some are short- or long-term term professional development, offering depth or breadth of CS content knowledge and perhaps some guidance on teaching methods and educational technologies [5, 16]. Other pathways focus mostly on certification, licensing, and credentials [13]; for example, in the United States, many former software engineers pivot to secondary education, earning teaching endorsements to complement their existing CS content knowledge [6, 15]. Other pathways are informal, including teachers reading books about CS teaching, learning CS skills independently, advocating for CS teaching assignments to make space in their schools for the topic, or connecting with networks of other CS teachers doing similar learning [18]. All of these pathways have matured over a decade or longer, and research about them has revealed numerous insights about their strengths and weaknesses, such as the importance of sustained learning about CS over extended periods [12], the sometimes unique stereotype threats posed by cultures of CS [3], school leaders’ perceptions of the lack of student demand and qualified teachers for CS [19], and the need for dedicated learning about CS teaching methods [20].

In subjects other than CS, pre-service teacher education pathways exist to help prepare teachers. These pathways, unlike most professional development, certification, and self-learning pathways, have the advantage of sustained focus on learning to teach. Some are structured as post-secondary undergraduate degrees that complement a content area – for example, UTeach programs in the United States engage students in one subject area while earning their teaching license, often over the course of 2-3 years [1]. Masters in Teaching programs are often more concentrated, with 1-2 years...
of intense learning about teaching [2]. These programs most commonly prepare teachers for the broad canon of learning in primary schools and content-specific subject areas in secondary schools.

CS, however, is rarely part of pre-service teacher education. There have been sustained calls for this change and careful analysis of its challenges. Most notably, DeLyser et al. in the report *Priming the CS Teacher Pump* note that faculty in colleges of education and computer science need to connect; there need to be new or revised courses in teacher education programs to integrate CS into preparation; they may need to hire faculty with expertise in CS education, just like they already have faculty with expertise in math, science, and literacy education; and there need to be pathways to train CS education doctoral students who will become these faculty.

There is also a long-standing need to address inequities and injustices in CS education at all levels. This can come in two forms: addressing inequities in CS education systems, systems, and policies (e.g., [11]), but also addressing the ways that computing itself can create and amplify inequities in society (e.g., [8, 10, 17]). Pathways need to prepare teachers to understand both of these structural forms of inequity, and to help youth understand them.

While these needs capture the core challenges, they elide the concrete experience of such systems change, such as the specific leadership, politics, and motivations of a particular institution or region. These issues can often be just as significant a deterrent to change as the structural factors, especially when engaging issues of equity and justice. In this experience report, we share one case of these concrete contextual challenges, but also of tentative success. In the rest of this paper, we will describe the context for the case – the University of Washington, in Seattle, USA – and the path we took to successfully launch an equity and justice-centered pre-service CS teacher education program and graduate our first cohort. Throughout, we highlight the specific contextual challenges we faced and the local tactics necessary for addressing them. We hope that by sharing this particular case, we can inspire other faculty to persist their own local challenges and create programs that expand CS teacher education pathways.

2 CONTEXT

Our efforts, beginning in 2017, were situated in Seattle, Washington, in the United States. The city has a progressive culture and a growing economy that includes many software companies, and many companies in other industries that heavily leverage software. The broader state’s economy is rural, agricultural, and generally conservative, fiscally and socially. At the time, public schools in the state were generally underfunded; the state’s Supreme Court had even judged the state legislature as being out of constitutional compliance in providing sufficient funding.

Our efforts to explore the possibility of pre-service CS teacher education were situated at the University of Washington, one of the state’s flagship research universities. The university has a large and research-active college of education and several large and research-active units concerned with computing, information, and design. The broader campus faculty and leadership center diversity, equity, and inclusion. The campus also has a robust culture of interdisciplinarity, with many long-lived and sustainable collaborations across research, teaching, and administration spanning multiple academic units, including many interdisciplinary academic programs concerned with computing (e.g., data science, entrepreneurship, and design).

The university’s College of Education is departmentalized. One department of the college focuses on teacher preparation, administering multiple one-year, cohort-based graduate programs in teacher education, including three for primary education, one for secondary education, and one for special education. The programs are relatively small, matriculating between 25-70 teacher candidates per year, with small classes of 10-30 students. For the secondary masters in teaching program, candidates are expected to have already met content knowledge requirements for their subject area of choice; the coursework focuses on history, equity, justice, teaching methods, assessment, and extensive field placements. Students are also required to participate in extensive identity caucusing, a strategy for building anti-racist collectives that help surface implicit bias, develop awareness of positionality, and build solidarity amongst candidates with marginalized, oppressed identities. The college’s teacher education programs have had consistent demand and enrollment, despite national declines.

None of the education faculty at the time claimed expertise in CS or computing education; none of the teacher education coursework involved discussions of computing and none of the certification pathways required teachers to obtain any computing content knowledge. Some teaching-track faculty in the university’s CS department had CS education research experience, and some were interested in and/or had experience with teacher preparation. One tenure-track faculty in a non-CS department (the first author) had expertise in CS education, but not in teacher preparation. Some of the college of education’s faculty held hostile views toward technology companies, in contrast to the CS department’s close collaborations and funding relationships with technology companies of all sizes.

At the time, the state had made some inroads to state support for K-12 CS education, including some funding allocation for in-service teacher professional development, an exam-based CS endorsement pathway, and some community-based, federal grant-funded activity for catalyzing STEM and CS education. The majority of schools in the state did not teach CS and those that did generally taught AP CS A, AP CS Principles, or introductory programming. No colleges or universities were offering pathways to earning the CS endorsement, and nearly all endorsed CS teachers in the state were teaching under Career and Technical Education (CTE) certifications, which did not require any CS content knowledge or CS education knowledge. Based on state data, capacity to teach CS in schools was limited, access to CS education was primarily found in well-funded districts near technology companies, and participation followed the familiar trends in CS, primarily engaging white and Asian boys. Overall, the state politics, policies, laws, and agencies viewed equity narrowly as opt-in opportunities to access to courses.

3 PROPOSING

It was in this context that the first author began to explore the possibility of creating CS teacher education pathways on campus. She had been participating in a broader, federally-funded state effort to expand STEM teacher education pathways, including CS, and
thought that a way to contribute would be to identify opportunities and barriers in program creation. Without any prior collaborations with the university’s college of education, they reached out to a handful of faculty to begin to identify who would be the decision maker about creating such programs.

After some networking, the 1st author was invited to talk for 5 minutes at an academics planning meeting with all of the directors of the teacher education pathways. Building on their prior administrative experiences, she focused her message on the pain points and problems that administrators likely faced (namely resources) but also appealing to their values of equity, justice, and prestige. The director of the primary pathways did not see a way to fit it in to their already packed curricula, but the director of secondary pathways wanted to learn more. This led to a meeting with her and the college’s Assistant Dean of teacher education, where the assistant dean made clear that they viewed the opportunity as a way to lead, and that if we could find resources to sustain it, it would be of interest. The director of secondary saw the opportunity as way to reach beyond the college to connect with others on campus. While fitting CS as another subject within the one year program would likely not work for many reasons, she saw an opportunity to develop an opt-in supplementary certification.

This began a multi-year fundraising effort, led by the first author, which included conversations with state senators, philanthropic foundations, individual philanthropists, as well as the National Science Foundation. The first author had some experience with non-research fundraising from prior entrepreneurial experiences; much of the experience felt similar, as she talked to different groups, pitching the opportunity, and providing evidence, data, and arguments to try to persuade decision makers with resources. Ultimately, none of these fundraising efforts yielded funding, and the Assistant Dean that supported the effort took a position at another university.

Since state and philanthropic pathways seemed fruitless, the first and second author decided to pursue federal research funding. Building upon the first author’s efforts to connect local CS for All advocates, they recruited two local CTE directors passionate about CS education in their districts and an advisory board of local researchers, teachers, and CS specialists, and wrote a funded proposal that brought enough resources to start a program (but not sustain it). Shortly after funding, the team expanded to include a new doctoral student who was a former high school CS teacher (the 3rd author), and a teaching-track faculty member in CS with prior experience in CS teaching and CS teacher professional development (the 4th author).

4 PREPARING

The COVID-19 pandemic began just after the funding arrived. Luckily, the team had structured the first year of the project as a preparatory year, getting state approvals for the new certification pathway, university approvals for the new courses, college of education approval for the new program, teaching load and commitments from the three participating units on campus (education, computer science, and information science), curriculum design, and recruiting. The project also planned to write an equity and justice-centered textbook for secondary teacher candidates to address a gap that the team saw in learning materials for CS. Most of this work was possible without partnering with teachers, schools, and districts.

But the pandemic was not without impact. Our team, like many, faced fatigue from entirely online work lives, from racial unrest, and from frequent administrative crises unrelated to the project. The pre-service candidates we intended to recruit from the masters program to stay for the supplementary certification were also exhausted. It was amidst all of this that we tried to create the new program and its administrative supports.

One of the first challenges was seeking state approval. Ours was the second program to seek approval to offer a CS certification in the state, and the state office responsible for evaluating proposals did not have CS subject matter expertise. They did, however, have detailed requirements for the program proposal, many of which were in tension with our equity and justice goals. This was particularly true of the state’s CS endorsement competency requirements, which were largely derived from the K-12 CS standards (k12cs.org) and defined equity as access to marketable programming skills. This left little room for broader goals of teacher and youth critical consciousness about computing and society. It took multiple rounds of iteration with the state office, and testimony at a public hearing, to get the program approved. Our perception was that many of the barriers imposed by the state were an exercise in both regulatory compliance and trust building with state officials.

University level approvals were straightforward. The college of education’s staff was skilled at wrangling the university course approvals process, as were both the first and second authors, as both had directed academic programs previously. We worked with our newly recruited instructional team (the first four authors of the paper) to sketch the course learning objectives.

Cross-department approvals were an exercise in campus politics. The college of education was taking much of the risk in offering the program and sought resources from the first author’s home unit (an information school) and the CS department to support the effort. Specifically, we wanted to secure 5 years of one teaching load from each unit to staff the program and a commitment for classroom space in the CS department’s relatively ample space. The 1st author leveraged their relationships with both unit’s leaders to secure this agreement, using their status in their home unit to secure release and leveraging the CS department’s new building and teaching faculty retention concerns to secure space and teaching release.

Textbook writing was comparatively simple. The first author took the lead, collaboratively shaping a book outline with the team as well as the many doctoral students in their research lab, and then used much of the quiet time of lockdown to write about computing, gender, race, class, equity, justice, and teaching. Throughout, they sought feedback and co-authors for several chapters, balancing the need for a consistent voice with the need for diverse expertise. To achieve this, the first and second author met weekly one summer to discuss lesson and unit planning for a secondary setting, capitalizing on the second author’s secondary classroom teaching experience. By the end of the first year, the first draft of the book was complete, with twenty chapters covering history, pedagogy, assessment, and the foundations of computing and computing education through an equity and justice lens (now available at criticallyconsciouscomputing.org, [9]).
Throughout all of these preparatory activities, we also built recruiting practices. This included information sessions with current students in the Masters in Teaching program as well as separate information sessions with computing and information undergraduates with a potential interest in secondary teaching. Recruiting challenges amongst the masters students primarily concerned funding for tuition support and the opportunity cost of staying for the program instead of doing long-term substitute teaching in order to resume making income after a year of graduate school. For undergraduates, it included many of the expected difficulties in the United States – questions about work/life balance, teacher salaries, and teacher respect. Throughout, though, many indicated that if these barriers were not present, many might prefer teaching CS over other subject areas, or over positions in industry.

Throughout all of these first year efforts, our team met every two weeks to sustain progress, refine program and course designs, develop tactics for securing resources, and shape our recruiting plans. We used many tools and resources for sustaining researcher-practitioner partnerships [7] to ensure that we had capacity to contribute, shared goals and values, and organizational alignment. The 5th author was particularly helpful in ensuring we were thoughtful about joint decisions, but also how we made decisions together.

5 TEACHING

After a year of preparation, Spring 2022 arrived, and we had successfully recruited and funded 9 teacher candidates: 5 students already enrolled in the masters in teaching program and 4 in-service teachers. All of the pre-service teachers had some prior exposure to programming, but none had computer science degrees; four had earned credentials in math or science education and one in social science. The in-service teachers all had prior experience teaching CS, but sought to expand their perspectives to include equity and justice topics. All received tuition support, either from our federal or state grants or from their districts. Three identified as men and six as women; five as Asian, two as white, and one as middle eastern.

Our program design was as follows. First, students were required to demonstrate exposure to introductory programming concepts, as a course or equivalent, in any language. We intentionally kept content requirements minimal, to reduce barriers to enrollment, to reduce the demotivating effects of many introductory programming courses, and to signal to candidates that programming is part of CS teaching, but not the only important thing. Our assessment of programming knowledge was flexible and informal: a course on a transcript, verbal report of having completing an online tutorial, or pointers to side projects were all accepted.

Building upon this content knowledge, the program required enrollment in four interconnected courses, all taught through a lens of critical consciousness about computing, schools, and society. 

Equity and Justice in CS. This had two connected goals: bolster students CS content knowledge to a level sufficient to pass the state’s certification exam through required readings, but do it in a way that helped students see the inherent relationships between CS, equity, and justice in society. The course required candidates to complete a programming project mirroring the AP CS Principles portfolio. The course used the team’s book, Critically Conscious Computing, as its core text, involved substantial practice in teaching about equity and justice topics in CS and reflection on pedagogy.

CS Teaching Methods. This focused on student-centered pedagogy and pedagogical content knowledge and included required reading about CS pedagogy, teaching demonstrations, and reflections on teaching in the candidates’ field experiences or in-service teaching. Major topics included how to balance technical and sociopolitical content.

CS Assessment. This course focused on assessment, examining assessment practices from a critical perspective, and its connections to student agency, identity, self-efficacy, and learning. It challenged teachers to develop a student-centered lens on assessment, focusing it on how to facilitate and empower students.

CS Field Placement. This involved pre-service students working in CS classrooms with experienced CS teachers in the region. Although it occurred during the COVID-19 pandemic, all teachers worked in-person with students (and experienced all of the challenges of student illness, hybrid classrooms, and staffing shortages).

Each of the first three courses above met for two hours online in the late afternoon, Monday through Wednesday. We intentionally sequenced the three classes in this order, starting each week with CS content, then talking about the challenges of opportunities in teaching it, then discussing how, when, and whether to weave assessment into that teaching. These three classes met in a custom online classroom that facilitated discussion, small group work, and presentations, along with the ability for candidates to move and resize their videos, giving a sense of personalization. Crucially, all three classes used the same virtual classroom, and so there was a single space for the whole program. To complement the field placement, and integrate perspectives from all four courses together, the cohort met on Thursdays in-person in a “studio” environment, with a co-constructed mixture of CS warm up activities, project work and presentations, teaching demonstrations, networking with the local CSTA chapter, and reflections on candidates’ field placements and teaching. These end of week studio meetings generally had a celebratory, affirming, and community-based vibe.

Before each studio day, the teaching team huddled for 30 minutes to collaboratively structure the studio day, to coordinate the next week’s instruction, and to share information about students. These sessions were also a way of building a sense of interdisciplinary teamwork amongst the instructors.

6 REFLECTION

Here we offer our reflections on teaching and administration, and our candidate’s reflection on their learning.

6.1 Teaching Experiences

The morning before the huddle, the instructors reflected in a shared document on five topics: candidates’ content knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge, self efficacy, and field placement experiences; and the efficacy of our pedagogy. Several themes emerged.

First, there was clear value in having both pre-service and in-service teachers in the program. The in-service teachers helped build the self-efficacy of the pre-service students and the pre-service students helped the in-service teachers see the broader possibilities in content and pedagogy beyond their current practices.
Second, candidates quickly built confidence about their own grasp of critical perspectives on equity and justice, but underneath these was a consistent fear of not knowing enough about technical concepts in CS or their ability to raise critical perspectives with students. Candidates also often conflated CS knowledge with practical knowledge about languages and APIs; we had to continually reassure candidates that few in computing feel like they know enough, especially with respect to programming languages and APIs, and that authentic practice means always learning.

Third, candidates brought immense creativity to their pedagogy and often found, after some encouragement, that their skills in teaching other subject areas transferred relatively easily. Many on our instructional team were teaching teachers for the first time and struggled with their own teaching self-efficacy. They shared these struggles with the candidates as a way of creating spaces for candidates to reflect as well. But most candidates struggled with how to reconcile what they wanted to teach with the chaotic and limited time in their classrooms. The instructors did not feel they had easy answers to these tensions.

Finally, engaging candidates in programming projects, especially in studio time, was crucial to growing their CS self-efficacy, as everyone observed others’ failing, persisting, and finding success, including the candidates with significantly more programming experience. This seemed to normalize failure in a constructive way.

6.2 Learning Experiences

To complement the instructor reflections, we sought feedback weekly in studio, as well as at the end of the quarter in a program level exit-survey. Each instructor also sought feedback in unique ways; for example, the equity and justice instructor gathered weekly reading reflections, revealing content knowledge gaps, and the assessment instructor sought end of quarter reflections about assessments. These reflections revealed several themes about the candidates’ learning and experiences.

CS was more interesting than they thought it would be. In reading the textbook prepared for the program, many expected to find CS technical content dry. But candidates noted in their reflections how fascinated they were about the surprising connections between abstract ideas in computation and the broader world. For example, many were fascinated by the power and limitations of Boolean logic in mimicking human decision making in the world:

I really enjoyed learning a bit more about Boole and the origin of Boolean values. I can definitely see myself including this kind of information in my geometry classes when teaching about logic and truth value, and maybe even then having a discussion about why these are used and how they can be both valuable and limiting.

It is interesting to think about how human decision making can and can’t be represented by logic. I think a hallmark of human-ness is our ability to use logic and to solve problems using tools. Yet one of our major tools right now (computers) takes the human-ness out of decisions because it over logics.

Throughout this course, I think the major idea was illustrated in this chapter with “edge cases”. There are so many things we can logic through, decisions to make, choices to customize, data to non-boolean, but there will always be some edge cases that deserve consideration as well. I’m not sure if is fascinating or frustrating to consider these, I suppose it depends on your role.

Others resonated with the ways that abstractions can simultaneously simplify but also hide reasoning:

Something fascinating about abstractions is how it’s used to make programming easier, but also hides information from users. It’s easy to take advantage of abstractions and not think about the consequences, and I appreciate the different ways this chapter presents to inform students more about this.

This statement was discouraging from a consumer viewpoint: “theoretically impossible to find all possible defects”. As noted in the text some very critical decisions are made using possibly defective programs.

And others still resonated with the externalities of computing technology on sustainability:

What I found to be the most fascinating was the section about computer waste, mainly because I never really thought about it before. It’s interesting to me how computer waste are often searched through for rare earth metals and otherwise burned producing toxic waste into the soils and air of the earth. It makes me wonder how we can recycle and reuse more of the computers rather than just the rare metals.

Community grew self-efficacy. Candidates explicitly reported that despite still feeling like there was an endless amount to learn, they felt more capable of learning it and more secure in the knowledge they did have, largely because of the relationships they formed. For example, some mentioned the importance of having a cohort:

I really am glad to have joined this cohort and community of people aiming to teach computer science with this critical lens. I am not expecting to do it particularly well at first, but I feel better knowing I have a group of people to come to for advice, commiseration, and celebration.

Resources (including colleagues and experts) to help teach CS better - I am coming away with lots of resources and some practice using them, and a helpful group of colleagues to share ideas with.

The textbook anchored learning. Candidates consistently reported that having a textbook for the program, and having that textbook be the basis for the discussions of all of the courses, was critical to their learning. For example, one candidate noted how they viewed it as a key resource after the program ended:

I will definitely be coming back to this book regularly as I use the unit sketches or ideas or resources to refresh my learning and learn more. I have definitely ordered many of the resources for my library and will look for ways to use the justice centered standards for my own direction.

Some candidates left unsettled but motivated. While much of the coursework was celebratory and joyful, the equity and justice themes in the program led many students to leave the course
feeling uncertain about how to proceed as a teacher, advocate, and consumer. For example, one candidate noted in a reflection:

I literally had to take a break in the middle of reading the conclusion. Then I read that paragraph about it being a heavy burden. I really appreciate how you scaffolded “how to be a critical CS teacher” into bite-sized pieces. The unit sketches and these participation suggestions seem doable! Though I still feel overwhelmed, I am excited about putting them into practice.

Others found the mix of optimism and pessimism in the course ultimately optimistic:

I disagree a bit with the initial claim of the conclusion that being critical of the computer science field is pessimistic and not fun. Rather, I fall pretty firmly into the belief that knowledge is power (suppose it makes sense I’m a teacher, eh?) While I did not know or had not considered before many of the social aspects of computing that this text introduced, I feel this introduction has been enormously useful and indeed empowering.

But some found it too much:

I’m feeling like the weight of the world is on my shoulders at the moment. I’m overwhelmed with the content of this book and current events with the gravity of the lives lost in Uvalde and Buffalo and all these other places across the country. I’m feeling a little defeated.

And some, while resolve in the commitment to examine CS teaching critically, centered students, referring to a statement by the 3rd author:

Something I will be taking with me from this course is the quote from you: “I want to burn the system down, but I don’t want to burn it down with the kids still inside.” I think about this every day.

These reflections illustrate that while candidates were generally positive about the relationships they formed, the knowledge they learned, and their ability to teach CS in the future, they did not all leave with the same sentiments about CS and society: some were inspired to act and some were overwhelmed.

6.3 Administrative Experiences

Reflecting on our experiences, there are several aspects of our program’s initial success that seemed like essential ingredients:

- **Leadership.** Our effort had not one, but two faculty in administrative leadership positions who were highly motivated to make this work and one brought extensive entrepreneurial skills. This partnership felt essential to navigating the complexities of resources and cross-unit collaboration.

- **Interdisciplinarity.** Our team had expertise on teacher education, pedagogy, computer science, computing education, and K-12 teaching. All of our members brought essential expertise, and had any of it been missing, the results would have lacked disciplinary authenticity.

- **Capacity.** The 1st author’s tenure-track position offered entrepreneurial flexibility.

- **Timing.** Much of the work was about communicating narratives about CS to decision makers; politics were aligned with these during the particular period in which we worked, which led to funding, interest, and engagement.

- **Money.** Initial investment was essential. This came from many sources, including internal gifts of time, external grants from our state and federal government, and the opportunity costs that all of our candidates paid to participate.

Looking ahead, the team sees numerous sustainability challenges. First is tuition subsidy; recruiting made clear that candidates could not justify the expense of the extra quarter after a year away from work paying graduate tuition. The grants we secured for tuition subsidy were temporary, and the prospect of an endless cycle of fundraising is overwhelming. This has led the team to focus on seeking philanthropic gifts in the form of endowed scholarships that are sufficiently large to subsidize each cohort annually. Second is teaching load. One instructor is tenured, but their unit’s release commitment is not perpetual. Two of the instructors are teaching-track faculty on three year contracts and in some cases their load is even more tightly constrained. Finally, the 4th instructor is a doctoral and when they graduate, there may not be a suitable doctoral student to take their place. And only one of these four instructors is in our university’s college of education, raising questions about the College’s long-term support. While these issues are acute, they are not unique to CS or to pre-service or to academic programs in general. What likely is unique is the open question about how sustainable demand for secondary CS educators will be.

7 NEXT STEPS

Our program’s story is just one of many global efforts, each with idiosyncratic complexities of timing, luck, personality, politics, funding, and communication. Thus, for anyone considering starting or contributing to a CS pre-service effort, one lesson might be to examine the many roles and factors surfaced in our story and find a way to address them in your context. For some faculty and doctoral students in education, that might mean leading a program administratively or teaching in one. For faculty and doctoral students in CS, it might mean finding partners in education and sharing your expertise and resources. For primary and secondary teachers, it might mean offering to be a teacher mentor or welcoming pre-service teachers into your community. For students, it might mean pursuing pre-service programs and joining the CS teaching workforce. And for funding agencies, it might mean strategically investing not only in the creation of these programs, but their sustainability. Through these many roles and efforts, and a persistent focus on equity and justice, we might succeed at creating a more just future of computing not just in schools, but also society at large.
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